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SAQA Regional Exhibits – Catalogs 
 
Over the last two or three years, the SAQA Regional Grant review committee has received numerous 
applications for grant funding for regional exhibit catalogs.  We address each application individually, 
but over time we have identified some trends and believe we are in a position to offer some general 
guidance to the regions on this topic. Please note that these are general guidelines and not necessarily 
meant to cover all situations for all regions. 
 
Every year, more regions are planning regional exhibits. By having their plans sanctioned by SAQA, they 
are also furthering the goals of SAQA.  We are seeing now that most regions want to include a catalog in 
their planning.  Here are some points to keep in mind if your region is thinking along these lines: 
 
1.  Complimentary copies:  We recommend that the regions not give free catalogs to the artists in an 
exhibit.  (See below on pricing.)  You will, however, be giving a few catalogs to the press, sponsors, 
donors, potential venues for this exhibit or your next exhibit etc.   
 
2.  Design:  Most regions have a member with enough graphics experience to put the file together for a 
regional catalog.  Good .jpg images are probably fine for this purpose.  
 
3.  Printing:  Get bids!  Try local printers; this eliminates expensive shipping costs.  Mike Daniels is a 
“broker” for printers nationwide, and SAQA uses his service. He can also advise you.  His contact 
information is at the end of this note.  Online printers are fine, but can be more expensive than you can 
justify.  “Vanity” printers are generally not appropriate for these projects.  Do realize that you are not 
going to get the very best print quality for what you are able to spend; these catalogs are mementos 
of the exhibit.  The color will not be perfect, but it can be acceptable. 
 
4.  Quantity to print:  When thinking of the quantity you will print, consider how many venues will host 
this exhibit.  You may sell only a few, or you may sell every copy.  If you are planning an exhibit that is 
going to show in only one location for a few weeks, it probably is not worth printing a catalog.  You will 
sell some to the artists, and you can sell through the SAQA Store, but you have to handle shipping 
yourself.  You can sell them at each & every regional meeting or event.  You can sell them at the SAQA 
Conference — Bill Reker will put them on the book table and keep track of sales for you.  You can ask 
your sponsors to sell them for you, if appropriate.  Venues will expect a commission in most cases; that 
is fair.  It might be 25% and it might be more; work it out individually with each venue and be sure the 
agreement is in writing.  Remember, any formal contracts need to be signed by SAQA’s Executive 
Director, ExecDirector@saqa.com, per the regional rep guidelines. Some venues are better than others 
at pushing sales.  Some venues won’t handle sales.  The more venues, the more catalogs you can sell.  
The general experience of the regions is that you will not sell hundreds and hundreds of these.   
 
5.  Sales tax:  It’s an unfortunate fact of life, and one SAQA must deal with.  SAQA HQ will handle this, as 
the legal entity.  If your state charges sales tax, and perhaps one or two municipalities where  you have 
your exhibit have their own requirements, you will be responsible for collecting the sales tax and 
ultimately, through SAQA HQ, paying it.  It will be easiest for you and for SAQA if you incorporate this 
into your sale price, and then indicate that sales tax is included in the price.  You must keep track of 
how many catalogs you sell and include this information in your reporting to SAQA. 
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6.  Pricing:  Of course, this depends on your cost.  But you are probably wise to keep it reasonable.  You 
want this to be an easy purchase for anyone who sees your exhibit; you don’t want to set a price they 
have to give a lot of thought about.  You may want to offer a quantity discount (e.g.  “Catalog:  $10 each 
or 3 for $25, including sales tax”) this is nice for the artists, and does encourage more sales.  Once you 
know your total costs, figure out how many you have to sell to break even.  Is it a reasonable number at 
the price you are considering?  Then go ahead.  If not — maybe you need to raise your price, or lower 
your price to encourage more sales.  Consider the venues.  How long will the exhibit be out there?  
Realize that your total sales will be affected by the sale tax payments.  All food for thought in setting 
prices.   
 
7.  Shipping:  We’ve addressed shipping when having the catalogs printed.  It can be expensive if you 
don’t use a local printer.  If you sell via the SAQA store or through an email contact — will you charge 
extra for shipping?  Don’t forget to consider the possibility of shipping internationally.  If so, set the price 
ahead of time.  If you don’t think you will be selling a lot by mail, you might want to just absorb the 
shipping costs or handle it on a case-by-case basis. One region added $2 to the price of the catalog.  It 
let the reach break-even a little faster and gave them more funds in the credit line to cover the 
infrequent shipping charges. Will you have to ship catalogs to one or more venues? Hopefully not, but it 
can happen.  Try and anticipate. 
 
8.  SAQA Archives:  As soon as you receive your newly printed catalogs, send a copy to Martha for the 
SAQA archives.   
 
9.  Reporting:  You are required to keep a record of all catalog activity.  You can do this in the form of a 

spreadsheet, or in another fashion.  Reps click here for a sample spreadsheet, (scroll down to the 

Regional Grant section and look for the Regional Catalog Sales sample spreadsheet).   For others please 

ask your regional rep for the spreadsheet, or in another fashion. But what you do need is the following 

information: 

 Starting balance of catalogs:  how many printed? 

 Cost per catalog printed. 

 Update this number as you reprint. 

 List each venue where catalogs are offered for sale. 

 Number of catalogs sold. 

 Price per catalog (include multiple pricing if applicable). 

 Revenue collected from sales at this venue. 

 Any shipping charges to buyers? 

 Was there a shipping charge to get catalogs to the venue? 

 Catalogs shipped:  to where?  (City & state, if applicable). 

 Number shipped and date. 

 Price, etc.   

 Shipping costs paid. 

 Sales tax rate, if known.  Was it collected, or is it part of the sales price? 

 Did price include sales tax and/or shipping (recommended)? 

 Catalogs sold at SAQA meetings, etc.: Number sold, price, etc. 

 Revenue collected. 

 Date you sent money to SAQA and the dollar amount sent. 
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 Catalogs given away as publicity, etc.:   Number and to whom, date, for what purpose: e.g.  
"9/15/15, 5 catalogs given to each regional rep for publicity purposes and to seek further/future 
venues:  total 10 catalogs comped"    

 Ending balance of catalogs:  how many copies remaining? 
 
When you collect money for catalog sales, it goes to SAQA.  Use the Regional Finance Report form for 

transferring money and be sure to indicate that it is for the sale of xx catalogs from the Exhibit (title).  Be 

sure to include the quantity sold, the total sales figure and the sales tax rate. Keep good records of 

how many catalogs you distribute to your co-reps for publicity purposes; to sponsors; and how many 

you sell.  If you print 200 catalogs, aim to know at the conclusion of the exhibit where they went and 

what you made from them as well as what they cost.  The same form is used for requesting 

reimbursement for any out of pocket expenses, whether for shipping or other approved expenses 

associated with the exhibit.   

How to fill out the expense form: 

BAD EXAMPLE - Here is $50 from catalog sales (less the amount I spent on exhibit signage)    

GOOD EXAMPLE - $128 catalog sales (8 copies). Less $40 in signage costs (receipts attached) = $88 cash   

10.  Funding the project:  You will need some up-front money to get your catalogs printed.  Get 
sponsorships!  Approach quilt shops and ask for support in return for their logo and name appearing on 
the back of the catalog.  Tell them you will put 200 (or 250 or whatever) of these in circulation.  Don’t 
ask for a huge amount.  Tell them you are approaching other stores, too.  Don’t limit yourself to quilt 
shops, but do be cognizant of the need not to infringe on SAQA territory if you consider a “big name” 
donor for a sponsor.  Contact the Executive Director, ExecDirector@saqa.com, if you think there might 
be a conflict.  Perhaps your venue will help sponsor your catalog.  Maybe a generous individual or two?  
Be creative.   
 
11. Pre-Orders: The concept of the pre-order process is to set a price that is lower than your final price 
to encourage purchases made prior to the show opening.  This will provide an incentive to the artists to 
buy ahead of time and possibly buy additional catalogs for their friends and family.  For example, you 
might set a pre-order price of $10, and a final price of $15 for each catalog.  You will need to make sure 
that if someone wants their copy shipped to them that you add an additional amount for shipping them 
their copy, perhaps $3.00.  Hold off shipping or delivering the catalogs until the opening of your exhibit, 
as you want to build some "buzz" around what the show will look like.  This process of taking pre-orders 
should start early enough to raise enough funds for the initial cost of the printing/shipping. 
 
If you manage your catalog project well and keep your expectations realistic, you will probably make 
some money on your catalogs.  This goes into your “SAQA credit line” for future projects and maybe for 
future catalogs.  If you’ve never produced a catalog before, don’t hesitate to ask for advice from the 
grant committee.  If you really need a grant to make it happen, you can ask, but these are things the 
grant committee would want you to think about before you do. 
 
Finally, you might want to explore a “digital” version of your catalog, something a buyer could download 
as a .pdf file and perhaps use as a screensaver.  There are lots of possibilities here and you may have 
someone in your region who can guide you through this.  Costs are low; profits might be, too. But maybe 
it would be worth it to help spread the word. 
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